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Abstract—Cloud computing means on-demand computer resources, like data storage, computing power, etc. Cloud Computing term is used to describe availability of data centers for many internet users, any hardware purchase by user is not needed.

In addition to regulate costs on public clouds, it’s essential to trace what’s running, clear unused resources, and adapt the infrastructure to actual operating requirements. Cloud automation helps administrators monitor their environment and automatically adjust workloads as required.

In 2019 market size of cloud services was valued $264 Approx., and predicted success in $927 Approx. by 2027. Cloud computing refers to the model or network where a program or applications run, which may be accessed by many devices or servers at a time.

To run faster, better and cost-effectively most of the enterprises will shift towards cloud in 2020.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-cloud enables associations to convey their remaining burdens across different cloud conditions all together that they can get the main value for their money while alleviating hazards identified with singular cloud conditions. This offer alone legitimizes boundless development and reception of multi-cloud foundation arrangements inside what's to come. Here's how multi-cloud environment achieves these goals:

1. Optimized ROI
2. Superior Security
3. Low Latency

4. Autonomy
5. Less Disaster Prone

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Security Issues

At the point when the wellbeing of information is undermined inside the cloud, this can prompt assaults, for example, spilled information. On the off chance that the cloud administration – or an associated gadget – is penetrated, delicate information has been gotten to.

Another normal distributed storage security hazard is information misfortune. Rather than data being taken and conveyed, it is eradicated altogether.

Cryptojacking is a type of danger that utilizes assets to mine cryptographic forms of money. The danger can handle cloud organizations to hack internet browsers and bargain endpoints.

As an immediate consequence of losing customers, organizations may likewise confront income misfortune. This could likewise be simply the aftereffect of the assault – paying to those influenced by the break or loss of their touchy data, the assets and innovation used to fix the issue and refreshing the security stage. That they can get the most important bang for his or her buck while mitigating risks related to individual cloud environments. This value proposition alone justifies widespread growth and adoption of multi-cloud infrastructure solutions within the future.

B. Cost

The following piece of our distributed computing hazards list includes costs. Generally distributed computing can set aside organizations cost. In the cloud, an association can undoubtedly increase its handling capacities without making enormous interests in new equipment. Organizations can rather get to additional preparing through pay-as-you-go costs...
arise models from public cloud suppliers. Notwithstanding, the on-request and versatile nature of distributed computing administrations make it here and there hard to characterize and anticipate amounts and expenses.

C. Multi-Cloud Management:

Multi Cloud concept is growing in recent years, that needs lot of expertise. for managing such cloud network.

From our Survey. 81 percent of endeavors have a multi-cloud system. Endeavors with a cross breed procedure (consolidating public and private mists) tumbled from 58 percent in 2017 to 51 percent in 2018, while associations with a technique of various public mists or numerous private mists developed marginally.

III. SOLUTION

There are some existing solutions for providing cloud support idea is about to provide cloud solutions in the market. behind the moto is all about controlling cloud services through mobile devices without any web-view extensions for the browser. We have planned to develop our product i.e. Cloud Controlling App which can able to access via mobile devices such as (Android, iOS, Desktop). We have planned to automate our device for Non-technical guys like (The guy who wants to deploy the WordPress site, she/he can launch the site in just a single click without any experience in the technical field).

To overcome security issues, we are implementing a security mechanism that will use some methodology. We are going to secure the complete environment via this.

To use this system users don’t need any expertise in the cloud. use can manage multiple clous and multiple accounts in one single dashboard also in one click, this is will solve the Multi-cloud management and lack of expertise issue.

To solve the cost-optimization issue system uses analysis and calculation of usage, provides cost-optimized and efficient ways to deploy required architecture.

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. Cloud Automation platform for flexibility [1]:

Cloud technologies are still characterized by critical issues, which pose specific challenges for application developers and operators. In particular cloud application-level and infrastructure-level are completely decoupled both in the development and runtime phases leading to poor QoS cloud services. The primary issues related to the optimize the use of the hardware resources are partially solving with virtualization technologies but innovative methodology in the automatic management of resources, applications provisioning and deployment is urgently needed. This paper presents ALM Automation Platform over CHEF framework in the context of services virtualization for Public Administration where typically a large number of technologies heterogeneous resources, applications are deployed and managed.

B. Automation services from the cloud[2]:

The paper deals with new trends in process control technology, particularly with the use of automation services from a cloud. After a short overview regarding the state of the art within the application of latest ICT technologies in process control systems, a new architecture for automation systems based on web technologies is introduced. The architecture is designated as a Web-Oriented Automation System (WOAS), following the approach of a web-oriented architecture familiar from IT. The WOAS architecture allows the transfer of principles and methods from the standardized world of Internet technologies to the world of industrial automation in a systematic and structured manner.

C. Identification of Related Management Scripts[3]:

Generally, the automation operations for cloud management achieved by replacing manual operations with ops-operations using automation tools. The developers of automation the system can develop their scripts identifications and that they can develop new automation scripts by just modifying smaller parts in the existing automation scripts. In order to facilitate the development of automation scripts, we propose a method of appropriately identifying the existing automation scripts to refer to in developing automation scripts.

D. Inter cloud architecture and media cloud storage[4]:

The rapid increase in digital content, especially multimedia services and technologies, calls now for standardization of Media Cloud and Inter-Cloud computing, for better provisioning of services. Inter-Cloud computing terms faces some key challenges in terms of handling multimedia, which are discussed during this paper alongside search status towards their solutions. We also present Inter-Cloud basic architecture and Media Cloud storage design considerations. Some key findings on storage heterogeneity are also a part of this paper.

E. Toward a Cloud based Framework[5]:

The cloud computing model enables efficient access to dynamic computing resources. With the growth of cloud computing-related technologies, more and more software organizations nations and companies are considering the benefits of software development and testing tasks. In this paper, a cloud-based development and testing framework is introduced. Based on the advantages of different cloud computing models and technologies, the framework and methodology provide the various tools to facilitate software development and testing tasks.

F. Towards Formal-based Semantic Interoperability in Multi-Clouds[6]:

Multi-cloud computing has been proposed as a way to reduce vendor lock-in, to enhance resiliency during outages
and geo-presence, to spice up performance and to lower costs. However, semantic differences between cloud providers, also as their heterogeneous management interfaces, make changing from one provider to another very complex and costly. This is quite challenging for the implementation of multi-cloud systems. In this paper, we aim to require advantage of formal methods to define precise semantics for multi-clouds. We propose FCLouds, a formal-based framework for semantic interoperability in multi-clouds. This framework contains a catalog of formal models that describe cloud APIs. A precise alignment is often described between their concepts, which promotes semantic interoperability.

V. APPLICATIONS

This system will be available on Desktop, Android and iOS. Supported Apps. WordPress, Joomla, etc. Non-technical user will be able to use cloud without learning any technical knowledge. services with video documentation for great user experience. All Apps will be deployed in 1=Click. WordPress and Redis database support. User can handle server from any devices for almost all services.
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